needs to read some of it.³

The first author of this response is also privileged to work in the real world as a GP, but this does not bring childish legitimacy to either his or Dr Fitzpatrick’s opinions. If Dr Fitzpatrick’s beliefs hang on his semantic understanding and interpretation of words, then he would do well to use the words exercise (structured activities) and physical activity (any bodily movement) appropriately. Sustained increases in physical activity and reductions in sedentary behaviour (in other words, time spent sitting or moving very little) are the behaviour changes that can be influenced with our patients and save much suffering and healthcare resource consumption. Such advice can only be effective when healthcare professionals are better educated in the benefits of physical activity and trained to deliver simple behaviour change techniques. To respond to his points:

1. It is quite possible that today’s older population results from active lives commenced before technological advances and poor diets became habitual, and have lived alongside better health care. Levels of obesity, diabetes, numerous other diseases of inactivity, and poor lifestyles, once only seen in adults, are on a rapid rise in children. Perhaps Dr Fitzpatrick would do better to second guess the health of his patients when today’s inactive children have grown up.

2. Dr Fitzpatrick’s interpretation of the current physical activity recommendations is flawed: current guidance supports at least 150 minutes (for adults) of moderate intensity physical activity a week (not a minimum of 30 minutes on 5 days) broken up to a patients choosing, to gain minimum health benefits.⁴ Equivalent health benefits can be achieved with 75 minutes of more vigorous exercise a week, such as running or playing football. We are unsure how it is possible for a club runner or committed footballer to do less than the equivalent of 75 minutes of running a week, unless Dr Fitzpatrick refers to virtual runners and footballers, in other words, videogamers. Dr Fitzpatrick may be relieved to know that moderate activity may include walking, gardening, housework, and sex. Even Dr Fitzpatrick admits knowing that self-reporting is inherently inaccurate, so his daft bias survey carries no significance and should not grace these pages.

3. No advocate of physical activity has ever claimed that a GP can transform all couch potatoes into athletes. However, there is evidence that even brief consultations lasting a few minutes or simple pedometer-based programmes delivered through health professionals can lead to substantial increases in patients’ activity levels (by ~30%).⁵ It stands to reason that any intervention can be more effectively implemented when healthcare professionals are sufficiently educated and trained to deliver it to their patients.
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Medical professionalism and pay-for-performance

In his Editor’s Briefing, Roger Jones opines that the Quality and Outcomes Framework may lead to maladaptive behaviours and deprofessionalisation.¹ This begs the question, what exactly constitutes medical professionalism? In 1977, Dr CF Donovan defined clinical competence as the first key responsibility of the doctor.² A continuing commitment to excellence through the application of current knowledge, and the continuing acquisition of new knowledge are key attributes of medical professionalism.³ However, the population mortality reduction of 11 lives per 100 000 people as a consequence of the pay-for-performance contract in England, and the implication that a similar payment system improved blood pressure control in Scotland, suggests that the ethos of professionalism may not be centre stage in medical education.⁴ Success for the profession will arrive when there is no difference between measured patient outcomes, irrespective of the means of doctor remuneration.
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